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The Coster Fromanteel Contract 
Changes made in Drafting 

   
John C Taylor* 

 

Objective summary   Published literature contains little or no analysis at all of the many changes introduced during drafting the Coster Fromanteel 
Contract prior to the final signing. Why was a Contract needed at all? The words in the Contract must be read for what they say, not misinterpreted 
to suit previous mantras. At the time, each and every word was very carefully analysed and, if not to the satisfaction of either party, was changed 
by Salomon and/or John, often several times.  
       My investigation transformed for me the usually accepted concept that John Fromanteel was sent by his father, Ahasuerus to finish off his 
horological education, working for a pittance in Salomon Coster‘s workshop and thereby learning how to make pendulum clocks invented by 
Huygens. As a skilled innovative clockmaker, why would it take him eight months to understand the principle of a pendulum? I seek to show the 
Contract together with the changes therein contain evidence that reveal John bringing a Fromanteel design with him from London together with 
his own materials to The Hague, ready to start work to execute and perfect the first domestic pendulum clock production and be paid considerable 
sums of money to stay for eight months for this work.  
 

 have been fascinated by the Coster-Fromanteel Contract even since seeing the original manuscript1 with all the multiple 
alterations, crossings out and corrections as prepared by Josua de Putter on 3rd September 1657, exhibited at the Huygens‘ 
Legacy Exhibition at the Royal Palace Het Loo in the autumn of 2004. This exhibition resulted in a new transcription and 

translation with analysis by Frits van Kersen2 supplemented by further comments by John Leopold3. I performed searches 
including the Internet which lead me to a further articles, summaries, transcriptions and translations4 such as by Dobson, 
Piggott, Van der Horst, Van Klaveren, Van Leishout and Vollgraff. Unsurprisingly these works are mainly by Dutch authors.  
      To facilitate my personal perusal of the Contract and to try to understand the alterations and the order in which they were 
made, I compared and retyped translations on the same line layout as the original document5, keeping the versions side by 
side and line by line so that the deletion, alterations and additions became clearer. This helped me try to understand  the likely 
order in which the alterations most probably occurred. I have no personal knowledge of Dutch so I make no claim to have 
added anything fundamental anywhere to the translations. It will be helpful for the reader to have to hand the sheet with the 
comparison of the ‘Changes made during Drafting’ of the Contract that I have prepared using the original line numbers and 
word order. After spending many dozens of hours preparing these three progressions of the Contract side by side, several 
points struck me:- 
 

A.   It would appear that John did not need a contract at all if he went to The Hague as just an additional craftsman to help 
out Salomon with the rush to complete the initial batch of timepieces, thereby picking up new knowledge about the Huygens’ 
concept for applying the pendulum to a domestic clock6. Apprentices have a contract through their Indentures, but John was 
described in the Contract as a ‘8Journeyman’, a skilled craftsman. Only in recent times has the concept of a Contract of 
Employment become established practice. Previously a journeyman was paid on a hand shake after agreeing payment terms. 
What was the special reason for a contract to be necessary at all? It cannot have been the Secret as this clause was only added 
later. 
B.   If the main object of John's visit to The Hague was for John to learn how to apply a pendulum to a domestic clock, I 
would have thought that John would want to take a clock back to London to show Ahasuerus Fromanteel what he had learnt 
over the eight months. So why is the Contract progressively altered to ensure John is committed to leave every clock he 
makes with Salomon and is debarred from taking even one home?  
If John learnt how to apply a pendulum to a domestic clock from his stay of eight months in Holland why are there no 
Fromanteel spring clocks with a crutch and cheeks? All Fromanteel production of pendulum domestic spring clocks appears 
to have the short bob pendulum mounted on the verge arbor.7 

 
 

* Dr John C Taylor OBE FREng is an entrepreneur and inventor. He has filed over 400 patents, many of which have then 
involved Legal Agreements. Thus, he has been involved in many negotiations in a similar vein to the situation of John and 
Salomon before Josua. He has conducted litigation to uphold his patent rights in Europe in London, Paris and Berlin, and 
internationally in Pietermaritzburg, Montreal, Moscow, Hong Kong and Bejing and never lost a case. 
 He has often brought Fromanteel and other early clocks to AHS meetings. 

                                                           
1 From the Municipal Archives, The Hague – Notarial Archive beheers no. 372, inventoris no.322, f.409 
2 Frits van Kersen The Coster-Fromanteel Contract Re-examined Antiquarian Horology Volume 28 №5 March 2005 pages 561-567. 
3 J H Leopold Some more notes on the Coster-Fromanteel Contract Antiquarian Horology Volume 28 №5 March 2005 pages 568-570. 
4 One very relevant site is antique-horology.org to find several articles on this Contract, in particular van der Horst’s working sheet contains a helpful line by line 
transcription and translation. On the same site is the unfinished Piggott Paper giving his analysis and the interpretation of the Contract. 
5 See Van Kersen for illustrations of both pages of the original contract, line by line transcriptions and translations p564-7 
6 Leopold p568 ‘...the contract between Salomon Coster and John Fromanteel in 1657 which enabled the Fromanteels to learn about the new pendulum clocks.’ 
7 I was told by Ronnie Lee that the dated 1658 clock shown in figs 89 – 91 in Early English clocks was indeed as the text says “…restored by Mr Charles Hobson, who 

replaces everything above the contrate pinion…” According to Ronnie, what the book does not say is that Dobson in his restoration had to drill and tap extra holes to 
mount cheeks “… in the style of Dutch work…”  that had not been there originally.  

I 
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C.   There is no mention whatsoever of any Intellectual Property matters or any Rights to manufacture pendulum clocks in 
England in the Contract. Huygens had already received the grant of his patent in Holland on 16th June 1657 before Salomon 
and John met to sign the Contract on 3rd September 1657. Whilst a patent had also been applied for in Paris, no application 
was ever made in England, a very curious deliberate omission by Huygens as he was keen to protect his intellectual property 
(IP) on other research. He could easily have found an English applicant as the ‘First Importer’ to apply for a patent on his 
behalf just as he transferred his Dutch rights to Coster. But why didn’t Huygens apply for an English patent if he was keen 
to obtain IP in Holland and France? Thus, there cannot have been a necessity for a Contract for John on any intellectual 
property grounds - there was no IP in England. 
D.   If it was usual in Holland for a skilled clockmaker to have a contract to work for a Master Clockmaker then there would 
be hundreds of such agreements each year. I have been told that there are a few of such agreements but no one has been able 
to find one for me. Thus, there was a special requirement by either John or Salomon for this Agreement. It should be possible 
to discern this prerequisite from the agreement itself. 
E.   Parties coming before a lawyer usually have at the very least a Heads of Agreement worked out between them, together 
with a wish to compromise to some degree to achieve a final Agreement. I think that the existence of a Heads of Agreement 
including John’s remuneration is alluded to in the Contract (see 9] line 11 and 63] line 41 below) however, this concept has 
been ignored by most existing commentaries. A Heads of Agreement between the parties before John set sail from England 
would show that John and Ahasuerus knew enough about the clocks that John was to make for him to bring from London the 
necessary brass castings and steel to begin work in Holland and sign the Contract contracting to supply his own brass and 
steel. 
F.   All previous commentaries that I have been able to find have accepted without comment the statement in the Signed 
Contract ‘20for each piece being of brass and steel, therefore he Coster will pay him (Fromanteel) a sum of twenty car. Guild. 
This clause assumes that John will normally supply his own brass and steel; this conclusion is strengthened with the exception 
‘24if the aforementioned brass and steel will be delivered by the aforementioned Salomon Coster himself, then he Fromanteel 
therefore will enjoy no more as 18-10-0.’ But if John had never seen a pendulum clock and was going to learn how to design 
and make one, how did he know what brass castings and steel to bring? 
      All previous commentators have interpreted that 18-10-00 was a low wage for a clock movement and from that 
assumption they then presuppose that Fromanteel accepted this to learn how to make domestic pendulum clocks. If this was 
true, why would John work for 8 months for a pittance when as a skill clockmaker he could learn the principles in a week? 
      I have already considered the implications of these points in more detail in a separate article8. 
      If John brought his brass and steel with him and 18-10-00 was not slave labour for making each movement, then all the 
existing commentaries are incorrect. 
G.   With saws, files and drills not being available as they are nowadays from specialist suppliers, it was necessary for 
apprentices to make their own hand tools and hardened the bits and blades to cut the metal. John as a skilled craftsman would 
have also brought with him all his own tools to enable him to start work. 
H.   The Contract appears to have evolved through at least three drafts before Josua. The first draft of lines 1-33 can be taken 
as an initial complete agreement, prepared by Josua from the previously agreed Heads of Agreement which solely required 
signing. It would appear that during their meeting, the parties altered this Initial Agreement by various word changes made 
to try to clarify the meaning. ‘33So is subsequently…’ is a series of new clauses added later including ‘36the secret therein 
existing’. Even this second version was not signed but subsequently altered yet again before the final signing. 
I.   What we have preserved is still a final draft; no legal system would allow a Notary Public to file such an altered and 
unclear document9. It is likely that a fair copy was prepared to be filed in the Court. No one in Holland has been able to find 
such a Clean Copy. 
J.   The Contract is sparse in punctuation. Several sections can be punctuated with the odd comma to read the text to say John 
does something for Salomon but the placement of the comma slightly in a different place can completely reverse the sense! 
Yet after all the alterations made, the actual wording must have been read in the correct sense by John and Salomon at the 
time with no ambiguity before the final signing took place. 
K.   The Contract does not spell out normal issues which are taken for granted; for example, the cost of John’s travel to The 
Hague is paid by John: Salomon will provide John’s board and lodging. So why are beer, fire and light mentioned if they 
were normally supplied by Masters to their workers? 
L.    All commentaries appear to agree that there were two meetings for two  texts10  divided by “33So is subsequently...” This 
is ambiguous and may mean an hour or two later on the same day or a day or so later. However, to me “33So is subsequently” 
has a slightly long term ring about it, intimating a later date. The whole clause is then deleted indicating a possible third 
meeting or even more meetings before the agreement was finally signed and the terms came into operation as from 3rd 
September. I feel that ‘33subsequently’ and the alterations of alterations require that there were at least three separate 
discussions of the Contract by Salomon and John. This was the reason why I have introduced the concept of an intermediate 
meeting which may or may not have been on the 4th September; several alterations are subsequently altered a second time 

                                                           
8 John C Taylor ‘John Fromanteel’s Brass and Steel’ Antiquarian Horology Volume 32 №3  September 2010  p336-342 
9 I am grateful to Prof Lisa Jardin for this point. However, Peter de Clercq points out Victor Kersing and Rob Melel Salomon Coster, de Haage periode “It has 
been commented that this is an unusual contract because of the many deletions…but this is not unusual in the 17th Century. Notaries simply inserted draft minutes 
in their protocols.” How this Contract can be viewed as draft minutes and where the protocol is stored remains unclear. 
10 For example, see Van Kersen page 561 
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and possibly a third or more times before the Contract was finally signed as all the various alteration are difficult to place in 
just two meetings. That separate meetings took place is strengthened by the deletion in the statement ‘5the witnesses 
specifically named have come,’ they were there for the signing but did not sit through all the meetings. 
        
The following paragraphs numbers refer to the superscripts inserted into my analysis on the separate sheet with the Changes 
made in Drafting of the Contract laid out side by side as the drafting developed and the wording changed. The more important 
changes have been numbered in Bold. I hope the reader will find this useful in following the nuances of the changes that I 
discuss below. 
 

1]   Usually contracts are valid from the time and date that they are signed. Dates are usually left blank in draft contracts to 
be entered as and when the Contract is signed. By starting off the initial sentence ‘1On this day the 3rd Septemb 1657’Josua 
is assuming that the Contract will be signed at the end of his meeting with Salomon and John together with the witnesses 
gathered for this purpose. Although there are two long lines crossing through ‘1On…’ I feel these are not a contemporary 
deletion. 
2]   Was this just a correction of the tautology so beloved in the period as ‘1appeared before me’ made it obvious that everyone 
‘5have come’ enabling these words to be deleted? Possibly a simpler explanation was that the initial draft was prepared from 
the Heads of Agreement yet as negotiations over the wording dragged on, the witnesses did not sit through all the meetings 
but were called in at the end.  They were Witnesses to the signing of the Agreement not Witnesses of the Negotiations that 
took place. Such a procedure is usual nowadays as it retains confidentiality over the discussions. 
3]  This initial minor pedantic change of a preposition scarcely alters the Contract sense. Yet it was thought necessary to ask 
for ‘8of the’ to be changed to ‘8in the’. No petite detail is too insignificant to be left, every word has been carefully considered; 
if not exactly to John or Salomon‘s liking that word is altered: often being changed more than once. 
        Such minor changes are not introduced by a Notary Public as they would reduce his legal aura.  
4]  If 2] above was made to remove tautology then, inserting ‘8on the other side.’ is the opposite. This shows the need to 
make clear that if Salomon is ‘7on the one side’ then John is ‘8on the other side.’ The Contract is no longer from a mutual 
Heads of Agreement; every nuance, every word and alteration is carefully deliberated by Salomon and John.  
5]  It would appear that in both the first two drafts John and Salomon were mutually happy to be called the other's partner. 
However, as the later drafts are prepared, one of them objected to the pejorative phrase ‘9contracting partners together’ is 
deleted and the more legalistic but neutral ‘9contractants’ is substituted. Throughout the agreement three other mentions of 
‘contracting partners’ are also deleted - see Notes 8], 21] and 50] below.  
6]  The original phrase ‘10adopted and conditioned’ means the terms were adopted subject to later conditions within the 
contract, whereas ‘10accorded with each other to be like they agree and accord here’ gives the impression of an attempt to a 
more placatory tone in the contract. 
7]  The deletion of ‘11the following…’ simply removes the tautology in the later ‘12in manners hereafter declared’ that remains 
in the final draft. See10] below (For a second deletion of ‘18the following’ see 20] below.) 
8]  The deletion of ‘11by their contracting partners’ removes yet another reference to partnership in the original draft. (Also 
see 5] above and 21] and 50] below where ‘contracting partners’ are also deleted.) 

9]  The two little marks “ (not quotation marks!) ending line 11 and the matching pair beginning line 12 “ join the two words 

giving ‘11pre-12 stipulated agreement’ or Heads of Agreement in modern legal terms. This little word ‘pre’ is translated by 
Van der Horst but is ignored by the majority of the other translations.  But it is far too important to just ignore. This confirms 
negotiations prior to John‘s visit. See 63] line 41 for the second mention of a Heads of Agreement occurs in line 41 in ‘41pre-
stipulated price…’ also ignored in the commentaries. 
10] ‘12in manners hereafter declared.’ allows the tautology of ‘18the following’ to be deleted. See 7] above and 20] below. 
11]  The deletion of ‘14from this day of this act’ from here and its reinsertion in line 17 appears at first sight to have altered 
very little to the Agreement but see Note 17] below. 
12]  The change of John’s ‘15handicraft’ to his ‘15clockwork’ is a further fundamental change in the emphasis of the whole 
contract. It appears that John thought that ‘18executing and perfecting’ his ‘15handiwork’ was not his function at all. He was 
not a wet behind the ears apprentice: he had come to The Hague to ‘18execute and perfect’ his (as distinct from Coster‘s) 
‘15clockwork.’ I read this change literally that the ‘15clockwork’ John was contracting to make was his own design that still 
other improvements could be made. Moreover, Salomon needed John’s commitment to perform this perfection.  
13] The insertion in the left hand margin of ‘and commits’ removes any ambiguity that John not only ‘14obliges himself’ as a 
gentleman but is contracted to get on and perform to ‘18execute and perfect his clockwork’ for Salomon. This is the first 
change apparently made by Salomon to protect himself and ensure John delivers his contracted movements. 
14] Apart from the piecework payment to John, there is no suggestion anywhere in the Drafts that Salomon has any specific 
positive input whatsoever into their joint enterprise in general nor any mention of any training in particular. Thus there is no 
evidence in the Contract that Salomon teaches John anything. The addition of ‘15in the shop or in the house of aforementioned 
Coster’ strengthens my concept of a different emphasis of the contract through the various drafts. If John was in The Hague 
to learn from Salomon, it would be obvious that this must have taken place in Salomon’s workshop. But if the initial design 
of the clock had taken place by John in London but John still had to ‘18execute and perfect’ the design for Salomon, it is 
understandable that Salomon would now want to ensure he saw the improvement being performed in his own workshop by 
John as it happened rather than John disappearing back to London again. 
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      By the changes, in the Signed Contract, John ‘15obliges and commits himself to execute and perfect his clockwork in the 
house or in the house of the aforementioned Coster.’ 
15]  The way by which John has to ‘18execute and perfect’ the design is initially stated as ‘15by the knowledge of God and of 
god‘s work experienced in the clockmaking’ This is somewhat esoteric and is changed to ‘15by the knowledge of God and of 
god‘s work experienced regarding the clockmaking’ to try to strengthen the description of John‘s involvement in 
clockmaking. However even this did not satisfy to explain John’s function. This change and the whole phrase are then deleted 
in the Signed Contract.  
      Most of the important changes made appear to be to show John’s practical involvement in executing and perfecting the 
design of his clockwork. In this light, it would appear that this deletion too was requested by John from Josua’s initial draft 
as part of the changes to describe more precisely his function in the Signed contract to ‘15execute and perfect his clockwork 
at the shop or in the house of aforementioned Coster…18^like he Fromanteel has already made some^.’ 
16] The generality, describing John’s clockmaking abilities ‘15by the knowledge of God and of god‘s work experienced 
regarding the clockmaking,’ is deleted is replaced by the specific phrase insertion in the margin 18^like he Fromanteel has 
already made some^.  
17]  The insertion of ‘17from this day of this act’ at this point ensures that John not only starts the executing and perfecting 
his movements immediately the same day after signing the agreement but also and more importantly, specifically limits the 
time period to the future that Salomon will pay John for the work he ‘executes and perfects’.  
      John is only to be paid for future clocks, not any existing clocks.  
      This shows that it is most improbable that after initial training by Salomon, John suddenly wants to supply his own brass 
and steel and this change requires a contract. If indeed he had made clocks in Coster’s workshop before 3rd September 1657, 
it would be inequitable that John was not paid for his work. 
      See 11] above for the deletion of 14 from this day of this act. 
18]  In the Initial Draft Josua writes ‘18will’ only to cross it out and insert a second Dutch word as better grammar for ‘18will’ 
which is in turn crossed out and the same second word reinserted on top again ‘18will’ in the Signed Contract! The first change 
as a matter of grammar is understandable but the reason this is crossed out and then reinserted is difficult to imagine as a 
calm measured meeting. Native speakers of a language do not usually have difficulties with grammar, orthography yes - I 
know, he nose! 
      For the prize vacillation in the Contract see 32] below where Josua has four attempts changing a simple preposition ‘25of’ 
and ‘25by’! 
19]  The verbs ‘15execute and perfect’ (voltrecken en volmaecken) survive unchanged from the first draft, through the 
Intermediate to the Signed Contract. They define exactly what it is that John first ‘14obliges himself’ and then ‘14obliges and 
commits himself’ to do. 
      So, for a moment just consider yourself to be Salomon from the viewpoint of most of the Articles previously written about 
the Contract - you have just completed the successful development of the first ever spring driven domestic timepiece for 
Christiaan Huygens. Then you are asked by a professional colleague from England, Ahasuerus Fromanteel11, to take his son 
under your wing and train him in the art of successfully applying a pendulum to a spring table clock. You write to the young 
man’s father and say you will accept John but that it will not be worth your while unless he stays to help you for eight months. 
John eventually turns up to begin his training but, after a couple of weeks, you are worried about his commitment and insist 
he signs a formal contract. What verbs would you use to describe his functions?  
      Words like ‘learn and apply’ come to my mind. 
      In contrast, the works used in the Contract ‘18execute and perfect’ do not fit the above scenario of John learning from 
Salomon. However, ‘18execute and perfect his clockwork’ are the words written into the signed Contract. In the sentence 
‘13John Fromanteel obliges and commits himself to execute and perfect his clockwork’ means what it says. The verbs 
‘15execute and perfect9’ imply John already knows what must be done and he must get to work and finish the design of his 
clock and make good production versions. Such a change in the design can be seen in the extant clocks such as the movement 
of the set up ratchet and clicks form inside the movement to outside the backplate as a decorative feature and the addition of 
an alarm mechanism  
20]  Josua has deleted ‘18the following’ and replaced it with ‘18and that on conditions hereafter declared^’ to strengthen the 
perception that what follows are important conditions. Whether the alteration actually achieves anything I leave to the reader 
to decide! (For an earlier deletion of ‘11the following’ – see 7] above.) 
21]  A third deletion of ‘contracting partners’ in ‘19according to this agreement between them contracting partners21 
understood’ further confirms the breakdown in the principle of Partnership. See points 5] and 8] above for the initial two 
deletions and 50] below for the fourth deletion. 
22]  This addition ‘20and that is in such a way when’ reads like legal padding and is later deleted again for the Signed Contract.  
23]  Josua now inserts in the left margin ‘20‡that is, when each piece by him Fromanteel a piece of work will be wrought if 
then’. Notice that even as the sentence is being written, each piece is crossed through to be replaced by ‘a piece of work’ a 
few words later. Finally, the connecting ‘if then’.is also scratched out again. 
      Try to imagine the legal drafting meeting taking place where an alteration is itself altered twice whilst being written! It is 
difficult to envisage a calm conciliatory atmosphere existing!       

                                                           
11 Leopold ‘For there need be no doubt that the initial contact was between (Ahasuerus) Fromanteel and Coster...’ p 568 
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24]  The Initial Draft line 20 ends in the Dutch word ‘bestaende‘ translated by Van Kersen as‘20consisting’ but by Van der 
Host as ‘20existing’. Either word does not affect the point I would make. 
      If John was in The Hague to learn how to make pendulum clocks and had already made some before the Contract12 was 
thought necessary, it is logical that John would be paid for these clocks. The new wording only refers to future clocks that 
20will be wrought and hence excludes John from being paid for any clocks that might have been made in the past or will be 
made after Mayday 1658. Why would Salomon wish to exclude clocks if made by John under his tutelage before 3rd 
September? By deleting and changing the present tense verb consisting or existing and then inserting the future tense will be 
wrought shows that Salomon wished to exclude paying for clocks from the past but defining that he would only pay for new 
clocks that 20will be wrought in the future. If John had already made clocks in Coster‘s workshop and still needed to be paid, 
why make this change, which would be inequitable?  
      This is further confirmation that John must have made clocks in London before he came to The Hague which Salomon 
did not want to pay for. 
25]  This is a further baffling change; ‘21out of’ is changed to ‘21of.’ It would appear to be another change for change sake. 
Notice the Dutch ‘21sail copper’ translated as ‘brass.’ See 31] below where ‘sail’ has to be added to ‘24copper.’ 
26]  The last person referred previously in the Agreement is ‘John Fromanteel’ in lines 13 and 14 of the Initial draft. Therefore 
the ‘he‘ in the phrase ‘21he therefore will enjoy’ in the first draft of the Agreement is John. The ‘he’ is crossed out and 21‘he 
Fromanteel wrought’ inserted instead which strengthens that John is being referred to; then this too in turn is crossed out. No 
translation I have found mentions the semi crossed out tiny writing 21

werck wesen van, inserted above the previous inserted and 
crossed out addition. No Dutch translator has been able to help me with these three words. Also see 39] below for a similarly 
difficult word ‘39geijebg’. 
27]  In line 22 John wants clarification of the meaning by deleting ‘22will enjoy’ and inserting ‘22he, Coster will pay him’ 
defines that Coster will be actually ‘pay’ John rather than just enabling John to ‘enjoy’ the 20 guilders; a further demonstration 
of the mistrust between the original two ‘partners’. 
      In both lines 18 and 20 Fromanteel is named but Coster is absent. This implies that ‘22he,’ refers to John and therefore 
‘him’ also refers to John. Thus the most likely interpretation of ‘he, Coster will pay him’ becomes ‘he (Fromanteel and) Coster will 
pay him (Fromanteel) a sum of twenty car: guild...’  
      Van der Host inserts the comma in his transcription between ‘22he’ and ‘Coster…’ further strengthening that ‘22he,’ is 
Fromanteel, Whilst, making this point appear laboured, obvious and not changing the result, it is very important as the he 
next to Coster in this case is not tautology13. Several more contentious examples of exactly this same confusion in wording 
occur in line 31 examined in 42] below with the most importantly being line 35 examined in 52] below. 
28]  It is very difficult to understand the reason behind changing ‘22the sum of’ for ‘22a sum of’ or who requested the change. 
It would appear to be another change for change sake. 
29]  18-10-0 car guild is a goodly piece rate against the horological craftsman’s annual wage14.  More particularly 18-10-0 
car guild is a very large percentage against the 80 car guild15 retail selling price of the finished clock when the dial, hands, 
lambrequin, wooden case, delivery and all the overheads of Coster and Huygens are taken into consideration. These were not 
Low wages. They are certainly not slave labour paid to an apprentice coming to learn how to make pendulum clocks. I have 
considered these points in more detail in a separate article8. 
30]  A legal boilerplate phrase ‘23and yet with that 24condition,’ is deleted without any attempt at alteration. One of the few 
original commas is inserted at the end of this clause. 
31]  A technical material correction sees ‘24copper’ written by Salomon, to be corrected later as ‘sail copper’, an alloy that is 
interpreted in most analyses as ‘24brass’. 
32]  Notary Publics are trained lawyers who charge considerable sums of money to write agreements in legalise. Obviously 
minor errors can be changed but suggesting that four changes of one insignificant word were instigated by the Josua is not 
credible. This would demean his aloof legal status and undermine his whole raison d'être and charging structure.   
       The preposition ‘25of,’ providing the connection between the ‘brass and steel...of...Salomon..,’ goes through four 
versions. the original ‘25of’ goes firstly to ‘25by the,’ then back to ‘25of,’ finally returning to ‘25by the’ again for the signed 
contract! Once again, this is a clear indication of the distrust between the parties before Josua. We here see further vacillation 
before Salomon to decide the clearest preposition to make certain that, if Salomon ever in the future supplied the brass and 
steel, then John would only. receive 18-50-0 car guild.  
       If such small changes are gnawed over again and again we must assume all the other clauses, phrases and individual 
words have received equal consideration and represent the true will of the parties. 
33]  This fee causes much consideration to ensure neither party has a tiny loophole to get one over the other; either John or 
Salomon wants to change the words to ‘26himself will be supplied’. It is again difficult to understand the reason for the change. 

                                                           
12 Van Kersen p563 ‘I think this means no more than Fromanteel had already made some (clocks) in the workshop of Coster before September 3rd rather than he 
had already made pendulum clocks in London.’  
13 Fred Kats suggested that in old Dutch, all the tautological ‘he’s,’followed by a person’s name, can be deleted to improve the sense. This suggestion does not 
appear to work here. 
14 H .M. Vehmeyer, Clocks, Their Origin and Development 1320-1880 (2005), p. 225: ‘the average worker earned at best 40 guilders in a whole year’. Peter de 
Clerq has produced figures suggesting other figures but agrees “John was tempted to The Hague by the promise of the same or more money than he could earn as 
a skilled qualified artisan craftsman in London over the 8 months he stayed in Salomon’s workshop.” 
15 Leopold p 570 ‘we have a list of Coster’s prices in 1659, from which it appears he charged 80 Car. gld.  for a spring driven 30 hour pendulum clock without 
striking;’ 
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34]  Even when this use of the future tense ‘25his 26own material will be’ is then deleted, the future tense is again confirmed 
by the insertion of ‘25himself will be supplied of by the’. This use of the future tense removes any possibility that John arrived 
in The Hague and started making clocks for Coster using Coster’s materials before 3rd September 1657. 
35] With the comma remaining in all three versions before ‘then’ and no comma between ‘he’ and ‘Fromanteel’, it is difficult 
though not impossible to interpret ‘he’ as Salomon. 
36]  The clarification in the wording progresses in four stages:- 

i. if the aforementioned copper and steel of aforementioned Salomon Coster his own material will be, then therefore 
not more will enjoy than 18-10-0 

ii. if the aforementioned brass and steel by the aforementioned Salomon Coster his own material, he Fromanteel then 
therefore not more will enjoy than 18-10-0 

iii. if the aforementioned brass and steel of aforementioned Salomon Coster himself will be supplied, he Fromanteel 
then therefore will enjoy not more than 18-10-0 

iv. if the aforementioned brass and steel by the aforementioned Salomon Coster himself will be supplied, he Fromanteel 
then therefore not more will enjoy than 18-10-0 

      This defines that Salomon himself must actually supply the materials in the future to John before John’s pay is reduced 
to 18-10-0. These words and the future tense make it difficult to postulate that Salomon has already supplied brass and steel 
to John before the Contract was written.  
     The care with which this sentence is progressively altered shows that every word in this Contract has been scrutinised by 
Salomon and John and we need to read the words at face value. 
      The contract deals with exceptions to the norm. Normally John supplies his own brass and steel. The exception is if or 
when he runs out of his own supply in the future, then Salomon will charge 1-90-0 to supply John. The many changes made 
are to ensure this John only gets 20-00-0 when he is using his own materials. 
      The perceived wisdom of the Seventeenth century is that labour was cheap but materials were expensive; John’s labour 
at 18-10-0 the materials at 1-90-0 are at odds with this. I have considered this point in more detail in a previous article8 

37]  ‘30˄ like he Fromanteel has already made some’ is inserted in the intermediate draft and then deleted along with ‘28Such 
that all the aforementioned contracted clock29works in his Coster‘s shop shall be wrought and perfected.  
     This wholesale deletion can take place as these points have already been covered with more exact clarity as to John‘s 
development role in lines 13 to 18 above. There, John ‘14himself obliges 15and commits to his clockwork at the shop or in the 
house of aforementioned Coster 17from this day of this act until Mayday 1658 now coming 17will execute and perfect  ^ like 
he Fromanteel has already made some and that on conditions hereafter declared’  
     The phrase ‘30like he Fromanteel has already wrought some’ is a key condition in this Contract. Although it is deleted at 
this position, it has previously been reinserted in the left hand margin at line 18 as ‘18^like he Fromanteel has already wrought 
some.’ I find it difficult to equate this to mean ‘like he Fromanteel has already been taught to make by the aforementioned 
Coster in his house or workshop, using Coster‘s materials, prior to this agreement.’  
     Given consideration of the points made in 12] 13] 15] 16] 17] 19] 24] 29] and 40], a more logical interpretation is ‘like he 
Fromanteel has already wrought in London using the same brass and steel that he has now brought with him.’ 
38]  If John had just been learning how to make pendulum clocks under Salomon‘s tutelage it would be obvious that this 
would take place in his workshop; it could not have taken place elsewhere. Therefore some ‘perfection’ of the clocks in the 
past by John must have taken place outside of Salomon‘s workshop, necessitating Salomon to want to ensure he saw what 
was taking place in the future ‘in his Coster‘s shop.’ This is yet further confirmation of John’s work in London before coming 
to The Hague. 
39]  The word ‘volmaeckt’ (perfect) is considered for alteration and ‘39geijebg’ or something like that is inserted above and 
then deleted. None of the transcriptions I have been able to find have been able to decipher and translate this word. Also see 
26] above for a similarly difficult three words. 
40]  If John had just been learning how to make pendulum clocks under Salomon’s tutelage in his workshop, the verb to 
‘perfected’ (volmaeckt) would not have been used twice in the initial draft. This verb first occurs in line 15 in both initial 
draft and signed contract. See 9] above. The contracted clocks need to be perfected beyond those John has made previously 
and although this wording is deleted here ‘18perfect’ still remains unchanged in the Signed Contract in line 18 
41]  The previous condition is about Salomon paying John 20 or 18-10-0 Car. Guilds. If he was next generously committing 
to providing John with free beer, fire and light, I would expect a positive adverb to start the next condition such as 
Furthermore, Additionally, Moreover etc. The clause would then continue ‘…Coster will indemnify and defray the costs of 
the beer fire and light of John Fromanteel.’  
       But the adverb used in the Contract has not positive connotations but negative inferences - ‘30Neveretheless…’ This 
negativity intensifies in the verb ‘30provided’. So the sentence could be rewritten ‘Notwithstanding, this previous payment 
arrangement is only valid provided John will indemnify and defray the costs of his beer fire and light back to Coster.’ 
42]  The previous sentence is about if Salomon supplies John’s brass and steel, then John ‘will enjoying not more than 18-
10-0. Thus the next ‘31he’ should refer to John. (Though it makes no difference to the sense whether ‘31he’ is Coster or 
Fromanteel.)  
43] The phrase ‘31during the aforementioned time’ appears to have been originally inserted and then deleted as yet another 
mistake in Line 33 - see 48] below. 
44]  ‘31John Froman 32teel’ is the subject for the verb ‘shall’ thus it is he who must ‘indemnify’ and ‘defray’ Coster as an 
expense account, paying back Coster for his ‘beer, fire and light.’ John only gets paid 20-00-0 for his movements provided 
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he repays Salomon for ‘32beer fire and light.’ There is no confusion with the verb being placed at the end of the sentence. 
The subject / verb word order is clear. ‘Coster’ is 8 words in front of the verb, Fromanteel is directly next to the verb. It is 
John who ‘shall indemnify and defray…’ 
     This is one of the few conditions that is not altered between the various drafts of the Contract (apart from the addition of 
‘and’)! 
45]  Again, notice the sloppy drafting – ‘32and’ needs to be squeezed in between ‘indemnify’ and ‘defray’ 
46]  The contract has always been read to show that John was partly enticed to come to The Hague on low wages, offset by 
Salomon providing him with free beer, fire and candles16. However, I have been assured17 that it was common practice in the 
mid seventeenth century in Holland for Masters to provide free beer, fire and candles to their workers. As it is common 
practice, why is there a clause in the Contract? There are several areas in the Contract that are not specifically covered such 
as who paid for John's travel to and from The Hague, who paid for John's food and lodgings, who provided John’s work 
bench and tools? 
      If you believe John was used by Salomon as cheap labour16 whilst John learnt to make pendulum clocks, then it was in 
John’s interest to get back home to start production back in London in as short a time as possible. There are many clocks 
surviving signed ‘Johannes Fromanteel Londini Fecit’ that are innovative and of high quality showing John was highly 
intelligent and not a run of the mill workman. At most he would only take a few hours to assimilate the verge escapement 
and the crutch and a few days to make working models. In fact he stayed for eight months: but why would he?  
      The only reason why any worker would stay for eight months is because it was in his financial interest to do so. 18:10:00 
Car Guilders was not a low wage. Two clock movements made by John could be the same as a full year’s wages of an average 
worker18. An unprecedented 23% proportion of the retail value of 80 Car Guilders for each movement went directly to John.19 
       If Salomon was buying movements from John in London for 20-00-0, he would not have to pay for John’s free beer, fire 
and candles.  Thus, Salomon wants the same condition in The Hague. Salomon has baulked at also covering the expense of 
defraying John’s consumption over eight months. It is more logical to read the contract from the very first draft to set up an 
expense account for John. The Initial Draft, the Intermediate Draft and Signed Contract are altered to make it even clearer in 
the Signed Contract that John pays back Coster for the cost of his beer, fire and candles. Not Salomon but John is the subject 
of the verb 32‘shall indemnify and defray’.  
      As often the case in this Contract, the detail deals with the exceptions from the norm.  
      Nb the Contract is silent as to who pays for John’s board and lodgings, an item that one would think was of greater cost 
than beer, fire and light. As it was common practice for a Master to provide accommodation and a workbench for a visiting 
workman this is not mentioned in the contract. The Contract deals with exceptions from the norm. 
47]  Josua left a gap in line 33 after ‘33and light’ into which is squeezed ‘33Furthermore’before ‘So is subsequently’. Both 
start with a capital letter showing yet a further condition under which John must comply before he is remunerated by Salomon 
for his clock movements. 
48]  The insertion ‘33during the aforementioned time /’ is then crossed out again. The ‘/’ is the nearest Josua gets to a full stop 
and then starts the new condition with a capital letter. See 47] above. Thus, with the phrase ending with a ‘/’ I suggest that 
this was the conclusion of the clause referring to the ‘beer fire and light’ and had no connection to the later ‘the secret’. Either 
John or Salomon wanted the position of this insertion moved up to line 31.   
49]  The published transcriptions and translations diverge as to the words and meaning of these words in the original Dutch 
document. In subsequent correspondence with Van Kersen he feels his transcription is incorrect and so I include 33So is 
subsequently (Soo Is dienvolgens) in my analysis20.  
      What follows is a series of new points and conditions. But these too have not been agreed in detail before the subsequent 
meetings. Almost before the ink has dried for Josua’s writing it is changed and changed again! 
50]  The wish not to be ‘contracting partners’ is again demonstrated as Josua continues the Intermediate Contract 
with‘33between 34them contracting partners is also understood, that’ but then John or Salomon object to this description and 
Josua deletes this again for the signed contract. cf 5], 8] and 21] above. 
51]   The wholesale deletion of ‘32So is subsequently 33between them contracting partners is also understood, 34that’ requires 
some link from the ‘33Furthermore’ and ‘35so has’ is inserted as a further condition with which John must comply.  
52]   In line 35 the interpretation of who ‘35he’ is important.  

                                                           
16 Van Kersen p 513 “…John Fromanteel …performed cheap labour (admittedly with free beer, fire and light)…” 
17   I thank Mr Frits van Kersen for this information  
18 See Vehmeyer in 14 above 
19 Leopold p570 “We have a list of Coster’s prices in 1659, from which it appears he charged 80 car. gld for a spring driven thirty hour pendulum clock without 
striking:…” Also Taylor p339 “John’s labour was particularly costly at 23 percent of the retail selling price of the finished clock.” 
20 Private correspondence with Mr Van Kersen 
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     The last person mentioned is ‘31John Froman32teel’ so the links at the start of the next sentence ‘33Furthermore 35so has’ 
strengthen that ‘35he’ would be ‘John Fromanteel. This is similar to line 22 where 22he Coster will pay him where 22he and 

22him are both Fromanteel. 
53] Joshua gives no indication where the extra promised was to be inserted  
54]    I can find no reason in not linking ‘35he’ to ‘36Fromanteel’ 
55]   The Intermediate draft has ‘…35he Coster promised…shall reveal…’ which is changed in the Signed Contract to ‘35he 

Coster promised he…to reveal…’ Again it is difficult to understand the thought requiring this change or to grasp any change 
of meaning by this alteration. 
56]   The question as to who reveals the ‘36the secret’ to whom has been raised in the Piggott papers which suggest it is 
Fromanteel explaining his secret to Coster. 
      What has never been considered is that the clause (and the secret therein existing) is within parentheses and thus must 
refer back in toto to ‘… the same work that he Fromanteel shall make│(and the secret therein existing), …’21    
      Thus, for John to get paid his 20-00-00 as agreed in the Heads of Agreement, this final condition is added that John has 
to reveal any secret within the clocks he is making before leaving The Hague and he must allow Salomon to keep all the 
clocks that he has now paid for. 
      What secret that Fromanteel is to reveal is too important an issue to make conclusions as to what it was in a few sentences 
here which is not the purpose of this article. I consider many scholars’ analyses of the Contract over ‘36the secret’ as ill-
advised academic speculation22 over the actions of practical craftsmen. 
     It entirely possible that this was just Coster covering himself in case there was some hidden detail in John’s construction 
that would not be obvious to him. 
57]   A fundamental addition to the Contract is ‘36the secret’ but even as it is included, the details of when it is to be revealed 
are both unclear and altered. ‘within the aforementioned time’ indicates to me a time period; a week, 3 months but none is 
stated against the date of ‘17Mayday 1658 now coming’. This implies that ‘the secret’ will be revealed any time in the next 
eight months! The time scale is then altered to become ‘37before the the aforementioned expired time’ in the Signed version. 
        This appears to extend the time frame in which the secret is revealed towards the end of the eight months. Yet more 
sloppy drafting by inserting an extra the before noticing that there is already a ‘the’ in place! 
58]   The linking ‘38and’ is changed to the potentially much stronger ‘provided that’. More distrust being displayed between 
the once ‘contracting partners’.  Did Salomon really think that John would take the clocks back to London with him without 
payment when he is going to receive 20-00-00 car guild? He could obviously make his own versions back in London for a 
lot less money. 
59]   Another correction of a sloppy drafting error. ‘38by’ ends line 38 and ‘39by’ starts line 39 necessitating its deletion in the 
Signed contract. These silly little errors increase in frequency as the Contract progresses; the sign of tiredness and vexation 
by Josua wishing to get finished? 
60]    39Fromanteel’ is inserted to clarify ‘him’ as maker of the ‘works’. 
61]    Another mystery deletion of a word that adds little by its presence or clarity after its deletion. ‘40the same’ referring 
back to ‘38works’ is for some unfathomable reason deleted. 
62]   The final pronoun proper name conjunction in the Contract is in line 40. There again appears doubt that the ‘40he’ in the 
‘he Coster’ is indeed Coster. In the long sentence Fromanteel has had to be inserted in the line 39 above so it is more likely 
to read the ‘40he’ as referring back again to Fromanteel. 
63]   In line 41 a further reference to the 20 Car Guilders being agreed before John came to The Hague is obscured by most 
translations omitting the ‘voorbe’ from ‘voorbedongen prijs’ and simply translating to ‘stipulated price’ rather than ‘pre-
stipulated price’. The same misinterpretation previously occurs in lines 11 and 12 linking ‘voorbe"’ to ‘"dongen’  through 
double apostrophes in referring to the ‘pre-stipulated agreement’. It is not possible to interpret this as referring to the writing 
already set down in the Contact; it must refer to previous agreed Heads of Agreement. By the use of these identical words, I 
infer that these Heads of Agreement also included the pre-stipulated price of 20 Car Guilders for John to bring his own brass 
and steel to The Hague to ‘and commits… to execute and perfect his clockwork …in the shop or in the house of aforementioned 
Coster. 
64]   Salomon has a last go at ensuring John has no possible loophole to spirit away the clocks he will have made before he 
leaves by altering line 42 ‘42to take to shall keep’ to ‘42will be allowed shall and shall keep’. Again itself not the tidiest piece 
drafting with word ‘42allowed’ heavily inked over a previous word and the insertion and immediate deletion of an extra 
‘shall’. 

                                                           
21 I am grateful to Richard Garnier for this point 
22 Leopold suggests the Secret is the escapement and pendulum being fitted by Coster later, hidden from John. If this were so, the quality of John’s work making 
wheels and pinions on the movements could never be criticised! He would have to be paid 20 car guild regardless of the quality of his work or even whether the 
mainspring would drive the finished clock; or if the clock would actually keep time! 
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65]   And so we come to the last alteration in what van Kersen refers to ‘the last lines with the usual formalities’23  
‘For the fulfilment and persecution of all that aforementioned conditions and stipulations’ becomes:- 
‘For the fulfilment and adherence of all that aforementioned conditions and stipulations’. 
Was it, Salomon or John who thought ‘43persecution’ was to their disadvantage over ‘43adherence’? Another unfathomable 
change! 
66]   This last reference to ‘45contracting partners61’ is left in the Signed contract. With all the previous angst over the phrase 
throughout the contract, it is surprising it was inserted in the final draft and remained there. 
67]   The Piggott paper4 makes the point of the inequality of Salomon and John in the backing that each committed as ‘46their 
respective personal and goods as well moveable as immovable present and belonging the same’. In the event of a breach of 
the Contract, Salomon has a house, a workshop and a business present.is set against John‘s petty cash to finance his beer fire 
and light, his supply of brass and steel and his own tools that he carried with him. Certainly Salomon risked more in signing 
the Contract than John and thus must have thought even so that this Contract was in his own interest in spite of the 
commitment. 
      So what more can we conclude from this Contract? 
A.  There is not even a suggestion that Salomon was to train John in applying a pendulum to a clock. 
B.  Neither wanted to be called the partner of the other. 
C.  There was huge distrust between Salomon and John that intensified as the various drafts of the contract progressed. 
D.  There appears to have been a Heads of Agreement before John came to The Hague. This included the price of 20 Car 
Guilders that John was to receive for each movement he finished from the pre-prepared brass and steel parts he brought from 
London with him. He was also to work for eight months in The Hague. 
E.  John had already made pendulum clocks in London.  
F.  There are still some final details of the design that need perfecting; this was to be done solely in Coster‘s workshop by 
John. 
F.  John is to be paid 23% of the retail price of the full finished clock (amounting up to half a horological craftsman’s yearly 
earnings of 40 guilders18) for each movement he creates; six movements survive so he possibly made several more in his 8 
month sojourn in The Hague, thereby earning himself considerably more money than he could in London. 
G.  John brought his own brass and steel from London with him ready to start work. There was a possibility that he might use 
up his own supply and Salomon would then supply these to John thereby reducing his fee per movement to 18-10-0. 
H.  John was to indemnify and defrayed Salomon paying back the cost of his beer, fire and light but only whilst he worked 
on the movements. 
I.  John was to explain a secret in the work he makes before the end of the Contract. 
J.  When John makes a movement, he cannot keep it but Salomon must buy it and be allowed to keep the movements made 
by John. 
K.  Salomon commits his workshop and stock whilst John only has his materials, tools and petty cash to fulfil all clauses of 
the Contract. 
L.  There is not even a suggestion of a patent licence. 
 
These conclusions are completely at odds with the usually accepted case that John came to Salomon’s workshop to learn how 
to make pendulum clocks and thereby acquire an implied licence to then manufacture pendulum clocks in London. I can find 
nothing in the Contract wording actually written, argued over and finally agreed by Salomon and John Contract to support 
this previous interpretation of the Contract. 
 
I believe that all the previous commentaries have worked on the premises that:- 

 John must have come to learn how to make domestic pendulum clocks from Salomon.  

 They also just assumes John must have been paid a pittance (but give no evidence for any of this)  

 Therefore he must have been bribed to come to by free beer, fire and light.  

 Furthermore, Salomon must have a secret to explain to John.  
      Some of my readers will claim that I am looking at the Contract from a biased prospective, solely seeking to find 
interpretations in the Contract to concur with my preconceived ideas. If such a thought crosses a reader’s mind, I ask that 
they stop and reconsider just the two points. The first made in the introduction paragraph F. The Second in Paragraphs 41 
and 44. 
 
I would be very interested to receive any comments on this paper to John@Fromanteel.com 

                                                           
23 van Kersen page p. 561  
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